
based medical infrastructure to be present in all counties of
the nation.

Preserve and Expand Medical Infrastructure Will PrivatizationDerail
With this in mind, look at the parameters of Pennsylvania.
• Medicaid: Nearly 250 facilities across the state—acute PensionCrisis Action?

and specialty care, primary care, long-term care, home health,
etc.—provide the services covering Medicaid and other pa- by Paul Gallagher
tients. Medicaid finances care for 65% of all people in nursing
homes, for example. It is estimated that for any $1 cut in

A June 24 vote by the U.S. House of Representatives surprisedMedicaid payments, there will be a loss of $5.10 to the com-
munity. Thus, if the Washington/Harrisburg-proposed Med- the GOP leadership, and showed that the bipartisan member-

ship of the Congress is becoming serious about tackling theicaid budget cuts of $316 million are made in Pennsylvania
($149 million state, and $169 million Federal), this will add worsening collapse of pensions and retiree health insurance,

which is hitting millions of older and retired workers. Thirty-up to an impact of $757 million lost to the community, and
harm and death will be the toll on the patients not treated. one Republicans joined primarily Democratic sponsors in the

House, to pass, 219-185, a measure to roll back the bankruptDon’t do it.
• Nursing-homes: Pennsylvania has 732 long-term care United Airlines’ default on its pension plans. The amendment,

which has sponsors and prospects of passage in the Senate asfacilities, which employ overall some 200,406 in health-care
and other industries in the state. If the proposed Medicaid well, would block, for six months, the dumping of any large

pension plans onto the troubled Federal Pension Benefit Guar-cuts, and Medicare scale-backs are implemented, this will
both toss out patients, as well as undercut the medical-care anty Corporation (PBGC). But it is the United Airlines case

which shocked Congress into action, through strong effortsinfrastructure and job base in the area. For example, the Phila-
delphia Metro area has 141 nursing homes, supporting a total by Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.), the ranking Democrat of

the House Education and Workforce Committee. United, onof 55,100 jobs statewide (in vendors and related employ-
ment). The Pittsburgh Metro area has 128 nursing homes May 11, had moved to dump pension plans which had oper-

ated successfully for more than 60 years; and its default imme-supporting some 31,000 jobs statewide. (Statistics from the
March 31, 2005 report by the Pennsylvania Health Care Asso- diately raised the specter of more airline—and then, much

larger, auto—pension defaults coming. Miller sounded thatciation).
• Veterans Affairs: Pennsylvania is home to 9 of the 168 warning, and in early June held an “electronic hearing” on

United Airlines, because the House Committee chairman,nationwide VA Medical Centers, which the VA is now com-
mitted to scale down. One of two in Pittsburgh is being phased Rep. John Boehner (R-Ohio), refused to hold one in House

chambers.out. Others threatened with shutdown include Altoona and
Erie. Congress now recognizes the urgency of action to stop

the collapse of pensions. But the chance of constructive inter-There are additionally eight VA-run nursing homes for
Veterans, which the VA system intends to scale-down: vention will be ruined, if the GOP leadership continues to

play with the idea of linking such action to President Bush’sAltoona (40 beds), Coatesville (281), Erie (52), Lebanon
(136), Philadelphia (240), Pittsburgh-Aspinwall (336), notorious schemes to privatize and loot Social Security. That

will make any pension protection legislation instantly un-Wilkes Barre (106), and Butler (97).
The Commonwealth itself operates five facilities for Vet- workable. This warning was raised at Ways and Means sub-

committee hearings on June 28 by Rep. Lloyd Doggett (D-erans: Erie (175 beds), Hollidaysburg (515), Pittsburgh (236),
Scranton (200), Spring City (342), and Delaware Valley Tex.).

That the U.S. pensions crisis can potentially devastate(171). Nationally, there are some 117 similar facilities across
all states, providing 20,100 beds for long-term care for the retirement of millions of veteran skilled workers, was

graphically shown by the testimony on the United case toVeterans.
Bush and Cheney got us into this war in Iraq, and it’s a Miller’s “e-hearing.” That the crisis is rapidly worsening,

requiring urgent and unpostponeable action by Congress, wasshame they now want to cut back VA benefits and services.
All these Veterans’ care facilities must be expanded, and the shown by a new report released on June 23, the day before the

surprising House vote. A study by Watson Wyatt Worldwideintended Bush/Cheney FY 2006 cuts in the VA program (per
diem payments, etc.) be defeated. consultants showed that the abandonment of pension plans

by the largest companies in the United States, is accelerating.In reality, we need to double and triple in size the various
components of the health-care infrastructure of Pennsylvania Of America’s 1,000 largest companies, about 700

maintained defined-benefit pension plans going into 2003.and the nation, to end the disparities of diseases and mortality
among our people, and build our economy in the course of it. These large firms’ plans included the majority of the 43 mil-
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company—a point of much contention in the
debate about how to stanch the crisis. But what
is unmistakeable, is the dire overall direction.
All U.S. corporations’ guaranteed pension
plans combined, which were $19 billion in
surplus (“overfunded”) in 1999, within five
years were $480 billion underfunded by the
end of 2004, according to the same PBGC
methods of estimation.

The PBGC was never intended or
equipped to absorb the outsourcing and drastic
shrinkage of all of American industry. For
most of the last three decades’ “globalization”
and de-industrialization of the U.S. economy,
real wages of American workers have stag-
nated or fallen; while increased pension and
health benefits—easier to promise, because
they’re to be paid decades in the future—have
appeared to compensate. The assets of corpo-
rate pension plans appeared to grow rapidly in

www.the-mechanic.com
the 1990s IT and “Y2K” stock bubbles, then

The failure of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. and the Bush Administration to crashed from 2000-01 onwards. Despite the
live up to the law which mandates that the PBGC seek ways to strengthen the

Bush Administration’s “Snow job” about adefined-benefit system, will wipe out or greatly reduce pensions for United
2003-04 recovery, the pension underfundingemployees. Here, in March 2001, members of the Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal

Association picketed in front of the White House. crisis continued to grow worse, indicating the
real state of affairs in the economy.

‘Globalization’ the Problemlion American workers who still had single-employer or
multi-employer defined-benefit pensions. But in 2003, the Real wages are continuing to fall, at their fastest rate since

1991. Speaking after the June 24 House action, Miller said,study found, at 45 of these companies, the plans were termi-
nated (defaulted to the PBGC or another insurance company) “This vote sends a strong message to United Airlines, and any

other employers looking to follow United’s lead:. . . Dumpingor “frozen” (allowing no more accruals for workers enrolled,
nor any further enrollment of new workers hired). In 2004, pension plans onto the Federal government is not a way to cut

your labor costs.” He noted the findings of his “e-hearing”:the study reported, 71 more companies, or 11% of the total,
terminated or froze their plans. In sum, nearly a fifth of the Dumping the plans onto the PBGC would cut 120,000 United

workers’ retirement pensions by 25-50%—probably costinglargest pension plans in the economy went down in two years.
The major reasons were: 1) the fall of rates of return on them their health insurance as well. These same employees

had already taken huge cuts in their wages in recent yearsthe plans’ assets, due to the stock market’s plunge since 2000
and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan’s low interest because of the carrier’s bankruptcy. Including some of the

most skilled and longest-standing employees in the Americanrate policies; and 2) years of corporations not making new
contributions to the plans, justifying this by using “Enron workforce, many of these airline workers will now have only

Social Security benefits standing between them and an oldaccounting” to fluff up and “smooth” assumed rates of return
on the plans’ assets. These practices spread during the IT age in poverty. Miller said, “The vote shows a growing frus-

tration in both parties with the failure of Republican congres-stock-market bubbles of the later 1990s. The example of Unit-
ed’s pension plan in 2000 was cited: Its assets earned $21 sional leaders and the Bush Administration . . . to address the

private pension crisis.” Republican House Speaker Dennismillion that year; but, by Enron accounting, they were booked
as earning $740 million! This turned a real loss for the whole Hastert, for example, has United’s headquarters in his Illinois

district, but has never done or said anything to ameliorate thecompany in 2000, into a reported profit.
The U.S. pensions crisis is thus heading toward the scale savaging of its employees’ living standards.

It will take several months for Miller’s amendment to beof Britain’s pension emergency, where 75% of all remaining
defined-benefit plans are frozen, or “closed.” passed, signed by the President, and take effect. And it only

states an intention of Congress to act in this crisis, not estab-The figures often given for “underfunding” of major cor-
porate pension plans, reflect asset and benefit estimations for lishing what it can and must do.

The fundamental problem is globalized “free trade”decades into the future, and so vary widely even for the same
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(lowest-wage) economics, and the resulting deindustrializa- Labor Department. Unless these drastic discrepancies are un-
derstood, and the “Enron accounting” of pension-plan assetstion of the United States. Many industrial pension plans in

shrinking industries have as many or more retirees as active they represent is rooted out, Congressional legislation may
inadvertently increase the rate of pension collapse, Millerworkers (compare to Social Security’s 3.3 employed payers

for each beneficiary). The collapse of the industrial pension warned Boehner on June 17. And in the Senate as well, Fi-
nance Committee chairman Charles Grassley (R-Iowa) wantsplans can only actually be reversed by Congress’ intervention

into the physical economy, with an FDR-styled infrastructure to make these so-called “4010” reports public.
But, there is a huge monkey-wrench threatening the Con-and reindustrialization policy, causing new, younger workers

to be employed at rising wages and skills in those sectors. gress’ work, which came out in hearings in the Ways and
Means committee on June 28. That spanner is Social SecurityLyndon LaRouche has introduced this policy outlook into

Congress’ thinking. Other actions being discussed can only privatization. When Representative Doggett warned against
it at that hearing, the witnesses present reacted by foreswear-ameliorate the crisis. One example is the proposal at Miller’s

“e-hearing” that lower-cost, lower-wage companies without ing any connection between the pension crisis aid they were
urging, and George W. Bush’s obsessive, losing drive forpension plans, which have entered economic sectors with a

beneficial legacy of established pensions—this applies force- Social Security privatization. But Boehner has agreed to turn
over his “Pension Protection Act” to be part of Ways andfully to the auto and airline industries—should make Con-

gressionally regulated contributions to industry-wide pension Means Chairman Bill Thomas’ (R-Calif.) smorgasbord bill
on “retirement.” And Thomas may still try to include in thatplans. The model is the 1919 Railroad Act’s Railroad Retire-

ment Fund. bill, the discredited Social Security privatization scheme. If
so, it will derail Congress’ urgent attempt to deal with theThe misuse of bankruptcy statutes and courts to eliminate

pension obligations can also be stopped by Congress. The worsening pension crisis.
current double standard of bankruptcy is extremely glaring:
Congress just passed bankruptcy reform demanded by the
Bush White House, which makes bankruptcy more difficult

Documentationand mandates some level of continued debt payments even
by bankrupt individuals; yet some of the largest U.S. corpora-
tions are using Chapter 11 bankruptcy filings to abandon their
pension obligations entirely. Legislation to cut off this prac- ‘The United DecisionWastice was introduced into the Canadian Parliament, by the Lib-
eral government there, on June 4. Not PBGC’s Only Choice’
Bush Must Drop Privatization

The progress of Miller’s actions is having an impact on Excerpts from the testimony of Dr. Teresa Ghilarducci,
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics and Director of thethe Pension Protection Act of 2005, H.R. 2830, of Education

and Workforce Committee chairman Boehner, due to pass the Monsignor Higgins Labor Research Center, at the University
of Notre Dame, Indiana, to the e-hearing held June 13 byCommittee on June 29. Boehner dropped, like a hot potato,

the George W. Bush Administration “pension reform” plan California Democrat Rep. George Miller on the United Air-
lines Pension Crisis.he was once supposed to introduce. That plan was exposed,

to all, as an attempt to protect the government insurer—the
PBGC—from its own growing deficits, shoring it up by meth- What is happening in airlines happened in railroads in the

early 1900s. The first private defined-benefit pension plansods which would increase the rate of abandonment of pension
plans. Boehner’s committee has acknowledged that this vio- were established by railroads in 1865; they were the airlines

of their day. In 1919, the maturing defined-benefit railroadlates the PBGC’s statutory purpose, also that of Congress
now: “To encourage the continuation and maintenance of pension plans were threatening to default for two familiar

reasons. Workers were beginning to retire in large numbers,voluntary private pension plans for the benefit of their partici-
pants.” and small start-up companies, that paid low wages and pro-

vided no benefits, invaded the legacy railroads’ routes byThere has also been a discussion between Miller and
Boehner on the crucial matter of allowing the public to see slashing haul rates.

The nation could have chosen to allow what the PBGCthe reports corporations make on their pension plans’ funding
to the PBGC. Not even employees are allowed to see their and United Airlines agreed to happen—let pensions default

and have the workers pay for the industrial restructuring. Butemployers’ PBGC filings, and only a few Members of Con-
gress have been granted access. Miller has insisted that these the American decision-makers viewed that solution as unfair,

and the government mandated a multi-employer pension plan,reports are, in many cases, dramatically different from the
public reports on the same pension plans, filed with the U.S. the Railroad Retirement Fund, that all railroads pay into. The
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rationale was that the low-cost, start-up companies were tak-
ing advantage of the infrastructure the mature, legacy rail-
roads and their workers created, and needed to pay for the ‘Life or Death for Retirees’
legacy benefits they were enjoying. To this day, railroad
workers have a strong defined-benefit plan, portable any-

Testimony of Robert Roach, Jr., Transportation General Vicewhere in the industry, regardless of the death and birth of
individual railroad companies. President, International Association of Machinists and Aero-

space Workers, to the June 13 e-hearing.
Solutions

The PBGC should have had a different orientation in the Thank you, Congressman Miller, for giving me the opportu-
nity to testify today on an issue that will have a profoundUnited Airlines case, and sought a creative solution to the

airline industry crises. The PBGC is, by law, the advocate for impact on America’s working families. United Airlines and
the U.S. airline industry are trying to pull the retirement rugthe DB [defined-benefit pension—ed.] system. One good idea

is to segregate the airline liabilities from the other PBGC out from more than 100,000 employees by terminating their
pension benefits. That is wrong and Congress should notliabilities. The agency does this occasionally with idiosyn-

cratic bankruptcies like TWA. Since the airline pension liabil- allow it to happen. We support your efforts to stop corporate
America’s attempt to dump billions of dollars of their pen-ities were created by industrial restructuring, the industry

should pay off the debt incurred when the industry made its sion responsibilities onto the U.S. taxpayer, and rob millions
of workers of a retirement with dignity after a lifetime ofinvestments in establishing air travel as a popular and profit-

able business. All the airlines, workers, customers, and share- work.
As the general vice president of transportation for theholders—United, and the low-cost start-ups like Jet Blue,

etc.—could pay a $1-2 surcharge on a plane ticket to restore International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers (IAM), AFL-CIO, I represent more than 150,000the airline workers’ pensions. (Congress and Secretary of La-

bor Elizabeth Dole created a similar tax for coal, to pay off active and retired members who work in America’s airline and
railroad industries. Furthermore, as a former TWA employeeminers’ health liabilities.)

Another creative solution is to put all airline employees who had his own pension terminated, I know firsthand how it
feels to have a company break its pension promise.into an airline retirement fund like the railroad workers. Delta

and the [other] airlines will keep their DB plans, not be forced Our airline members are dedicated professionals who re-
pair airplanes, take reservations, greet passengers at the ticketto follow United and crash their plans. Once airlines are out

of the PBGC and into a multi-employer plan for the industry, counter and gates, keep passengers safe in the air, load and
unload aircraft, and perform the behind-the-scenes jobs thatthe rest of the defined-benefit system will be in better shape.

I am mostly disappointed in the PBGC and the Bush Ad- make commercial aviation the safest mode of travel in history.
IAM members and thousands of other airline employees haveministration for not living up to the law1 that mandates [that]

the PBGC seek ways to strengthen the defined-benefit system. made extraordinary sacrifices since the Sept. 11 attacks that
struck at the heart of our industry. Airline workers have en-By siding with United Airlines, the PBGC is violating its

statutory responsibility and weakening the DB system. dured bankruptcy proceedings, pay cuts, short-staffing, and
all manner of hardships. Yet they’ve stayed at their jobs and
keep the public safe when they fly. Our members have strug-Future of Defined-Benefit System

It would be wrong to take away the lesson from the United gled through tremendous hardships, yet they give their all,
day in and day out. As evidence, United Airlines enteredAirlines bankruptcy and pension default that the idea of pen-

sion insurance is deeply flawed or that defined-benefit pension bankruptcy in 2002, but remains an industry leader in on-time
performance. . . .plans are extinct and of no further use to employers. Compa-

nies sponsor defined-benefit plans for vital economic reasons: Airline employees have paid too high a price and they
need help. As members of Congress, you can provide thatThey help retain valuable employees; they provide long-ser-

vice workers with a certain pension source, that, combined help. As the heart-wrenching stories our members and other
airline workers will put before this hearing, you will hear thewith Social Security and some home equity and health insur-

ance, can carry a middle-class worker into a middle-class re- real consequences of airline managements’ actions. Taking
over airline pensions may be a balance-sheet problem fortirement.
Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation accountants, but for
our retirees it means a choice between having food or medi-
cine, or working until death to make ends meet. And for retir-

1. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act: (Title 29 Chapter 18,
ees with serious health problems, cutting retiree health bene-Subchapter 111 USC Sec. 1302) gives three duties to the Pension Benefit
fits literally means life or death for them.Guaranty Corporation. The first is“to encourage the continuation and mainte-

nance of voluntary private pension plans for the benefit of their participants.” The Machinists Union has made extraordinary efforts to
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alleviate the crisis in the airline industry. . . . But corporate attempt to recoup some of the losses. Most recently retired
pilots are not yet eligible to receive Social Security benefits,America must live up to its responsibilities. Their relentless

efforts to dump pensions and retiree medical coverage are and many will be forced to take a reduced amount by electing
benefits to begin at age 62.turning what should be the golden years into a living night-

mare. America can’t have a safe and efficient air-transporta- Also, recent modifications to United retiree medical bene-
fits have substantially increased my living costs. We antici-tion system without career airline employees. And you won’t

have that, if airline management is allowed to go back on its pate that eventualy they will attempt to also terminate all of
my medical benefits. Replacing our health coverage in thepromises and responsibilities to its workers. . . .
open market may well consume half of any amounts I might
receive from the PBGC.

United’s attempt to unlevel the playing field in order to‘The PBGCDecision achieve a massive, unconscionable, and immoral competitive
advantage in the airline industry, will inevitably trigger otherIs JustWrong’
Chapter 11 filings and pension terminations; this will produce
a staggering domino effect which will involve any worker

Excerpts of testimony by United Airlines employees, retirees, who has a defined-benefit pension. . . .
and their families, submitted to the June 13 e-Hearing.

Angela M. Mogaverok, Schenectady, N.Y.
I am a flight attendant who retired in June 2003, after 32+Ellen Saracini, Yardley, Pa.

My name is Ellen Saracini. My husband, Capt. Victor years. I retired earlier than I had intended, as did so many
others, because of United’s promise to continue medical bene-J. Saracini, was the captain of United Flight 175 that struck

the south tower of the World Trade Center on Sept. 11, fits at lower cost and higher coverage for people who retired
before July 1, 2003. Because of my age, I took a 24% cut in2001, at 9:03 a.m. While no one could have imagined the

events of that infamous day, neither could Victor have imag- my pension, but I thought it would be offset to a degree by
lower medical costs.ined what would be happening right now to his wife and

his two daughters. . . . I am currently receiving the spousal I was concerned about the medical coverage because I am
the lone parent of a disabled child who had six surgeries theportion of Victor’s pension, which is 50% of what he thought

would be there for his family. After United took away our year that I was forced into retirement. Of course, six months
into that retirement, United broke its promise, and our medicalESOP stock [Employee Stock Option Plan of 1993—now

worthless, but accepted by employees to keep United in costs soared. . . . After 32 years of work, my full pension is
only $1,300/month, and that is before medical deductions,business—ed.], this pension is how I am supporting our two

daughters and myself. taxes, etc.
What is wrong with this country? Health care is a luxury,I was given a choice to sue the airlines, Port Authority,

and others, or join in the victims’ compensation fund set up companies declare bankruptcy and are rewarded for it with
legal loopholes, while hard-working individuals who mayby the government. I pledged I would not sue and proceeded

with the fund; after all, this is the company Victor was so need to declare bankruptcy (particularly for medical reasons)
are placed in a stranglehold. . . .proud to work for. . . . Every bit of preparation that Victor and

I worked for was used against the claim. Life insurance was The PBGC is in worse financial straits than United. If this
decision is allowed to stand, other companies will surely flooddeducted. My full pension was deducted from the award. Now

I will have a double jeopardy, as I will again lose my pension the gates to rid themselves of the burden of defined-benefit
pensions. This will be followed by either the demise of thewith no recourse on either side. . . .

I can’t help but to ask myself at what point are companies PBGC, or by great burdens to taxpayers. . . .
allowed to take away so much from the lives of dedicated
employees and families? . . . The PBGC’s decision to allow Thomas A. Gardiner, Bainbridge Island, Wash.

I am a captain for United Airlines with a total of 27 yearsUnited Airlines to end their pensions is just wrong.
of service. . . . If the PBGC takes over the pilots’ defined-
benefit plan, I will lose at least two thirds of my promisedMichael Fitch, Clearville, Pa.

I am a United pilot who retired in 2002, following 37 pension. This is after voluntarily agreeing to formula changes
two years ago that reduced my expected benefit by about 30%.years of service. . . . We set up our post-retirement lifestyle

based upon the expectation of living within the means of my In short . . . the PBGC maximum payout to me will be about
20% of what I originally expected.pension, which is based upon deferred compensation from

my working years. Recently retired pilots such as myself ap- The FAA regulations require me to retire at age 60. The
PBGC considers that to be “early,” and takes away 35% ofpear to be about to lose 70 to 90% of promised pensions.

Because Federal law requires we retired at age 60, there is no what I would otherwise receive from them.
I feel United and the PBGC have rushed to judgment ofway I can return to the workforce in my profession in an
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this matter. . . . I am retiring in 16 months, and have no time from the PBGC, little or no 401(k) because of the ESOP, and
a bleak future for both Social Security and Medicare. Noto recover these losses.
surprisingly, all the former CEOs are multi-millionaires.

Sunny Miller, San Diego, Calif.
Congress recently changed the individual bankruptcy law Tony Pasannante, Boring, Ore.

I retired Oct. 1, 2004, after being lucky enough to enjoyso that a person who has the ability to pay can’t just declare
bankruptcy and dump their debts. If United stays in business almost 38 years of flying for United. . . .

Pension income is more than a promise. It’s an obligation.sometime in the future, they will have the ability to pay. There
is enough funding now in the pension funds to continue with An obligation that all of us already paid for in the form of

deferred compensation. The money in these funds belongs tothem for some time. If the liability of the pensions by United
could be stretched out, they would have the ability to pay. the collective “us,” and now we find that United can simply

walk away from their obligation. . . . Complicit in all of thisUnited and other companies should be held to the same stan-
dards as individuals in bankruptcy. is the U.S. Government in the form of the PBGC and the pact

they signed with the corporation devil.
Why can United afford to issue $1.5 billion in notes andAdam Thomas, Oceanside, Calif.

I am 28 years old, and have been flying for United for equities, but cannot afford to work out an alternative to sum-
mary termination?eight years. I am young and have plenty of time to work and

build a retirement income. But it would be the mistake of I believe there is a good chance that the PBGC, by agree-
ing to this evil pact, is in violation of the mandate imposed onmy generation to give up defined-benefit pension plans in

exchange for 401(k) or defined contribution plans. Things it by ERISA [Federal Employee Retirement Income Security
Act]. Is anyone investigating this?have become exponentially more expensive for my

generation. . . .
Ken van Wormer, Alpine, Calif.

If this UAL/PBGC action is not stopped, what do youDonna Hart, Glen Ellyn, Ill.
I have been a single working mom since my children were think will happen to America? This is just the tip of the ice-

berg. How many other companies do you think will follow?ages four and two. I am currently 51 years old and have served
honorably in my profession as a United Airlines flight atten- The S&L bailout will look like a bag of peanuts compared to

what is about to happen. What do you think will happen whendant for over 26 years. . . .
According to the PBGC literature I received, I will likely the auto manufacturers do the same thing with their pensions?

receive only $200-400 of my pension. Estimates, if I had
retired with 30 years of service, and age 62, were a modest Dan Duke, Evergreen, Colo.

I am a senior captain with United Airlines. . . .pension of $1,700. My pension, combined with Social Secu-
rity, was to provide me with a modest retired income of $2,800 United’s strategy of dumping its pension liability, creative

as it is, will cascade throughout our industry. Congress needsper month for a lifetime of work. How, at age 51, can I possibly
make up my pension losses? to stop the strategy now.

. . . You could force any company that wants to continue
in operation to continue to fund its pension obligations as aMichael O’Meara, Chester, Va.

My wife and I both retired from United Airlines in 2003. cost of doing business. (All of these plans have stopped accru-
ing benefits—we are only talking about past obligations.)I had 34.5 years and she had 15. We were told by United that

if we retired before July 1, 2003, with a reduced monthly You could move the pension liability up the priority order
in bankruptcy court. I can guarantee that if wages and pen-benefit, that United would continue to provide our medical

insurance at a very modest cost to us. That “promise” lasted sions ranked above secured creditors and non-secured credi-
tors, we would not be faced with the option of dumping ourless than one year. In 1994, we were forced to join an ESOP

[Employee Stock Option Plan], whereby in exchange for re- liabilities on the PBGC. . . .
duced pay, we would accumulate United stock. The accumu-
lation of that stock offset or prevented contributions to 401(k)
plans. In July 2004, United said they could no longer fund our WEEKLY INTERNET
pensions. Despite this they have still lost a record amount AUDIO TALK SHOW
of money.

Abject mismanagement of the airlines has been brought The LaRouche Show
about by the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. There is too

EVERY SATURDAYmuch “competition,” too much wasted energy resources,
“fare sales” when oil is $50 per barrel, cheaper airfare “entitle- 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
ments,” frequent-flyer schemes, etc. http://www.larouchepub.com/radio

Now we are retired with a potential fractional pension
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